
Art Distance Learning Day By Day Activities 
 
Day 2 
 

CD-K Find My Line (with a parent/older sibling) Write down on different scraps 
of paper: diagonal, straight, curved, wavy, zig-zag, thick, thin.  Fold the 
pieces of paper and take turns picking them and finding an example in the 
room. 
Individual exercise: Practice drawing the different styles of line 
mentioned above. Use crayon, marker, colored pencil, pencil or paint with 
permission.  

First Grade Find My Line (with a parent/older sibling) Write down on different scraps 
of paper: diagonal, straight, curved, wavy, zig-zag, thick, thin.  Fold the 
pieces of paper and take turns picking them and finding an example in the 
room. 
Individual exercise: Practice drawing the different styles of line 
mentioned above in a picture. Try to include a sample of each one. Use 
any kind of medium to add color to your picture.  Start out with pencil first.  

Second Grade Find My Line (with a parent/older sibling) Write down on different scraps 
of paper: diagonal, straight, curved, wavy, zig-zag, thick, thin.  Fold the 
pieces of paper and take turns picking them and finding an example in the 
room. 
Individual exercise: Practice drawing the different styles of line 
mentioned above in a picture. Try to include a sample of each one. Use 
any kind of medium to add color to your picture.  Start out with a pencil 
first.  

Third Grade Hand Line Design Using a pencil, marker or fine pen  trace your hand on 
a plain sheet of paper.  Use a straight edge or a ruler to draw diagonal 
lines across the paper on top of the hand.  Within each space use a 
different line pattern to fill it completely.  
Try not to repeat patterns.  Change the direction and size of each design.  

Fourth Grade Hand Line Design Using a pencil, marker or fine pen  trace your hand on 
a plain sheet of paper.  Use a straight edge or a ruler to draw diagonal 
lines across the paper on top of the hand.  Within each space use a 
different line pattern to fill it completely.  
Try not to repeat patterns.  Change the direction and size of each design.  

Fifth Grade WORD to the Hand - Trace your hand with a pencil, marker, or fine pen. 
Using words from your favorite poem, song, or made up story, write them 
along the edge of your hand tracing the same pattern over and over until 
the hand is filled.  Do not write too small or too large as the pattern  will 
not show.  

 



Day 3 
 

CD/K Color My World - Identify the order of the rainbow around the house. 
ROY G. BIV  Find one object for each color - red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, indigo (blue/violet), violet.  
(Challenge: Make a rainbow picture using whatever materials you have 
available - you could even use macaroni and dye it with food coloring - 
with help from an adult.) 

First Grade Color My World - Identify the order of the rainbow around the house. 
ROY G. BIV  Find one object for each color - red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, indigo (blue/violet), violet.  
(Challenge: Make a rainbow picture using whatever materials you have 
available - you could even use macaroni and dye it with food coloring - 
with help from an adult.) 

Second Grade Warms and Cools - Go on a hunt around your house to find 5 objects of 
each category: Warms- reds, yellows, oranges  
Cools- blues, greens, purples 
Challenge: Make a picture using any materials available in only warm or 
cool colors. 

Third Grade Warms and Cools - Go on a hunt around your house to find 5 objects of 
each category: Warms- reds, yellows, oranges  
Cools- blues, greens, purples 
Challenge: Make a picture using any materials available in only warm or 
cool colors. 

Fourth Grade Warm or Cool Portrait - Draw a face - It can even be an emoji face and 
use only warm or cool colors to fill it completely and neatly. Try blending 
your colors.  Use whatever medium you have available.  
If you can not add color - try shading the portrait with areas of light and 
dark pencil.  
 
Warm Colors - Red, Yellow, Orange 
Cool Colors - Blue, Purple, Green 
Use Black for outline 
Use brown as a warm color 

Fifth Grade  Warm or Cool Portrait - Draw a face - It can even be an emoji face and 
use only warm or cool colors to fill it completely and neatly. Try blending 
your colors.  Use whatever medium you have available.  
If you can not add color - try shading the portrait with areas of light and 
dark pencil.  
 
Warm Colors - Red, Yellow, Orange 
Cool Colors - Blue, Purple, Green 



Use Black for outline 
Use brown as a warm color 

 
 
Day 4  
 
 

CD/K T is for Texture - What is texture? Texture is how something feels.  It can 
be visual or actual.  Visual you can not sense by touch but actual you can 
really feel. 
 
(Due to the virus - only play this game identifying visual texture.)  
 
Look around the room for 5 objects that have a specific sense of touch. 
Some examples might be bumpy, smooth, rough, scratchy, hairy, sticky, 
scaly, velvety, or sharp. 
 
Take turns with another person in the family describing how different 
objects feel.  Artists use their sense of texture to recreate how real objects 
feel through painting, sculpture, drawing and more.  

First Grade T is for Texture - What is texture? Texture is how something feels.  It can 
be visual or actual.  Visual you can not sense by touch but actual you can 
really feel. 
 
(Due to the virus - only identify visual texture.)  
 
Look around the room for 5 objects that have a specific sense of touch. 
Some examples might be bumpy, smooth, rough, scratchy, hairy, sticky, 
scaly, velvety, or sharp. 
 
Take turns with another person in the family describing how different 
objects feel.  Artists use their sense of texture to recreate how real objects 
feel through painting, sculpture, drawing and more. 

Second Grade  T is for Texture - What is texture? Texture is how something feels.  It can 
be visual or actual.  Visual you can not sense by touch but actual you can 
really feel. 
 
(Due to the virus - only identify visual texture.)  
 
Look around the room for 5 objects that have a specific sense of touch. 
Some examples might be bumpy, smooth, rough, scratchy, hairy, sticky, 
scaly, velvety, or sharp. 
 
Take turns with another person in the family describing how different 



objects feel.  Artists use their sense of texture to recreate how real objects 
feel through painting, sculpture, drawing and more. 
 
Draw 5 boxes and try drawing a different texture in each one. 

Third Grade T is for Texture - What is texture? Texture is how something feels.  It can 
be visual or actual.  Visual you can not sense by touch but actual you can 
really feel. 
 
(Due to the virus - only identify visual texture.)  
 
Look around the room for 5 objects that have a specific sense of touch. 
Some examples might be bumpy, smooth, rough, scratchy, hairy, sticky, 
scaly, velvety, or sharp. 
 
Take turns with another person in the family describing how different 
objects feel.  Artists use their sense of texture to recreate how real objects 
feel through painting, sculpture, drawing and more. 
 
Draw 5 boxes and try drawing a different texture in each one. 

Fourth Grade T is for Texture - What is texture? Texture is how something feels.  It can 
be visual or actual.  Visual you can not sense by touch but actual you can 
really feel. 
 
Choose an object in your house and recreate its texture on paper. 
Take an unwrapped crayon or the side of your pencil and rub on the back 
of a piece of paper covering part of the object.  Rub lightly at first until you 
can see the texture pattern.  
 
Try this with 5 different objects in your house.  Remember to wash 
your hands after this project.  

Fifth Grade T is for Texture - What is texture? Texture is how something feels.  It can 
be visual or actual.  Visual you can not sense by touch but actual you can 
really feel. 
 
Choose an object in your house and recreate its texture on paper. 
Take an unwrapped crayon or the side of your pencil and rub on the back 
of a piece of paper covering part of the object.  Rub lightly at first until you 
can see the texture pattern.  
 
Try this with 5 different objects in your house.  Remember to wash 
your hands after this project.  

 
Day 5  
 



 

CD / K Balance in Art 
 
Try to balance on one foot. How long can you last? Is it hard?  Most 
people have two arms, two legs, two eyes, and two feet.  We say that we 
have symmetry because we are basically the same size and shape on 
both sides.  
 
Try drawing a triangle, square, and circle.  Draw a line down the middle. 
These shapes have balance - they are the same size on both sides. 
 
Look around the room for more objects that have balance.  Identify 
visually - no need to pick objects up. 

First Grade Balanced or Not?  
Think of a sea-saw at the playground. 
Artists think about balance in their work.  Balance can be equal on both 
sides or unequal.  
We say something has “symmetry” if it is the “same on both sides.”  
Look around the house and identify objects (without handling them) that 
would be the “same on both sides” equal size and shape if split down the 
middle. 
 
Find 5 symmetrical objects. Find 5 that are not symmetrical.  

Second Grade Balanced or Not?  
Think of a sea-saw at the playground. 
Artists think about balance in their work.  Balance can be equal on both 
sides or unequal.  
We say something has “symmetry” if it is the “same on both sides.”  
Look around the house and identify objects (without handling them) that 
would be the “same on both sides” equal size and shape if split down the 
middle. 
 
Find 5 symmetrical objects. Find 5 that are not symmetrical.  Try 
drawing a symmetrical object  

Third Grade Balanced or Not?  
Think of a sea-saw at the playground. 
Artists think about balance in their work.  Balance can be equal on both 
sides or unequal.  
We say something has “symmetry” if it is the “same on both sides.”  
Look around the house and identify objects (without handling them) that 
would be the “same on both sides” equal size and shape if split down the 
middle. 
 
Take a plain sheet of paper and fold it in half.  Using one symmetrical 



object in your house to look at, try drawing just one half of the object in 
pencil.  Trace over the pencil lines again using heavier pressure. 
Fold the paper inward and rub the pencil lines onto the other half by 
pushing on the paper with the side of the pencil.  
Open the paper and trace the pencil lines. Fill in the picture with color 
using whatever media you have available.  
 

Fourth Grade Balanced or Not?  
Think of a sea-saw at the playground. 
Artists think about balance in their work.  Balance can be equal on both 
sides or unequal.  
We say something has “symmetry” if it is the “same on both sides.”  
Look around the house and identify objects (without handling them) that 
would be the “same on both sides” equal size and shape if split down the 
middle. 
 
Take a plain sheet of paper and fold it in half.  Using one symmetrical 
object in your house to look at, try drawing just one half of the object in 
pencil.  Trace over the pencil lines again with heavier pressure. 
Fold the paper inward and rub the pencil lines onto the other half by 
pushing on the paper with the side of the pencil.  
Open the paper and trace the pencil lines. Fill in the picture with color 
using whatever media you have available.  

Fifth Grade Balanced or Not?  
Think of a sea-saw at the playground. 
Artists think about balance in their work.  Balance can be equal on both 
sides or unequal.  
We say something has “symmetry” if it is the “same on both sides.”  
Look around the house and identify objects (without handling them) that 
would be the “same on both sides” equal size and shape if split down 
the middle. 
Select a symmetrical object from your house. 
 
Take a plain sheet of paper and fold it in half.  Using one symmetrical 
object in your house to look at, try drawing just one half of the object in 
pencil.  Trace over the pencil lines again with heavier pressure. 
Fold the paper inward and rub the pencil lines onto the other half by 
pushing on the paper with the side of the pencil.  
Open the paper and trace the pencil lines. Fill in the picture with color 
using whatever media you have available.  

 
Day 6 
 

CD / K Patterns a Plenty - Patterns are shapes and lines that repeat.  They can 



be simple or complex.  
 
With another person in your family take turns finding patterns in your 
home.  Try finding 5 patterns.  Look at the ceiling, floor, cabinets and 
more.  
Activity: Use legos, game pieces , or pasta/ dried beans and place them 
in a pattern.  Try an A B A B pattern . Then, AA BB AA BB  Make up your 
own pattern.  

First Grade Patterns a Plenty - Patterns are shapes and lines that repeat.  They can 
be simple or complex.  
 
With another person in your family take turns finding patterns in your 
home.  Try finding 5 patterns.  Look at the ceiling, floor, cabinets and 
more.  
Activity: Use legos, game pieces , or pasta/ dried beans and place them 
in a pattern.  Try an A B A B pattern . Then, AA BB AA BB  Make up your 
own pattern.  

Second Grade Pattern a Picture -  Patterns are shapes and lines that repeat.  They can 
be simple or complex.  
 
Look around your house for small repeating objects like legos, blocks, 
game pieces, dried beans, pasta, even fruit packs or cereal.  Make a 
picture out of the objects by repeating the same color or shape in your 
design. Take a picture of your design to share when you get back if 
possible.  What other kinds of objects can be used around the house? 

Third Grade Pattern a Picture -  Patterns are shapes and lines that repeat.  They can 
be simple or complex.  
 
Look around your house for small repeating objects like legos, blocks, 
game pieces, dried beans, pasta, even fruit packs or cereal.  Make a 
picture out of the objects by repeating the same color or shape in your 
design. Take a picture of your design to share when you get back if 
possible.  What other kinds of objects can be used around the house? 

Fourth Grade  Pattern a Picture with Mosaic - A mosaic is a picture made up of small 
pieces glued together to form a larger picture.  
 
For this activity you will need scraps of paper, a cereal box or tissue box, 
or pieces of fabric cut up.  
 
Cut or tear the material into pieces the size of a dime. Cut or tear up to 50 
pieces and arrange into a simple shape.  Think of starting with a tree, a 
flower, a person, or a house.  As you arrange them you may get other 
ideas and rearrange to form a new picture.  



*If possible, glue the pieces down onto a surface and save as a finished 
product.  
**Take a picture to save your design and print out later.  

Fifth Grade Pattern a Picture with Mosaic - A mosaic is a picture made up of small 
pieces glued together to form a larger picture.  
 
For this activity you will need scraps of paper, a cereal box or tissue box, 
or pieces of fabric cut up (ask for material before cutting something 
around the house).  
 
Cut or tear the material into pieces the size of a dime. Cut or tear up to 50 
pieces and arrange into a simple shape.  Think of starting with a tree, a 
star, a flower, a person, or a house.  As you arrange them you may get 
other ideas and rearrange to form a new picture.  
*If possible, glue the pieces down onto a surface and save as a finished 
product.  
**Take a picture to save your design and print out later.  

 
Day 7  
 
 

CD / K  Movement in Art - Just like we move to a beat of music we can see and 
feel movement in art.  Think of Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry Night.  We 
looked at that painting in the beginning of the school year.  How does 
Van Gogh show movement in his sky? (Lines repeating around the moon 
and clouds is one answer.)  
 
*If you have internet access check out the painting online as reference.  
 
For this activity you will need: yarn, ribbon, string or thin rope.  
 
Stand up and wave your arms side to side. Can you repeat this 
movement using the material on the table?  
 
Do some squats up and down.  Repeat this rhythm with the material on 
the table.  What kind of lines are we making with the ribbon or yarn?  
 
Make up your own movement and try to repeat it using the material on 
the table.  
 

First Grade Movement in Art - Just like we move to a beat of music we can see and 
feel movement in art.  Think of Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry Night.  We 
looked at that painting in the beginning of the school year.  How does 
Van Gogh show movement in his sky? (Lines repeating around the moon 



and clouds is one answer.)  
 
*If you have internet access check out the painting online as reference.  
 
For this activity you will need: yarn, ribbon, string or thin rope.  
 
Stand up and wave your arms side to side. Can you repeat this 
movement using the material on the table?  
 
Do some squats up and down.  Repeat this rhythm with the material on 
the table.  What kind of lines are we making with the ribbon or yarn?  
 
Make up your own movement and try to repeat it using the material on 
the table.  
 

Second Grade Movement in Art - Just like we move to a beat of music we can see and 
feel movement in art.  Think of Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry Night.  We 
looked at that painting in the beginning of the school year.  How does 
Van Gogh show movement in his sky? (Lines repeating around the moon 
and clouds is one answer.)  
 

 
*If you have internet access check out the painting online as reference.  
 
For this activity you will need: yarn, ribbon, string or thin rope.  
 
Stand up and wave your arms side to side. Can you repeat this 
movement using the material on the table?  
 
Do some squats up and down.  Repeat this rhythm with the material on 
the table.  What kind of lines are we making with the ribbon or yarn?  
 
Make up your own movement and try to repeat it using the material on 
the table.  
 

Third Grade Movement in Art like Music - Just like we move to a beat of music we 
can see and feel movement in art.  Think of Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry 
Night.  We looked at that painting in the beginning of the school year.  



How does Van Gogh show movement in his sky? (Lines repeating around 
the moon and clouds is one answer.)  
 

  
  Van Gogh’s “Starry Night”   Student Example 
  
Materials Needed: Paper and one of the following:  pencil, markers, pen 
Activity:  Choose one word “Fortnite” “Happy” Your Name” etc. . . Place 
it in the middle of the paper and repeat the lines around it connecting the 
lines as you go around the outline of the word.  Repeat the outline over 
and over until you run off the edge of the paper.  Do the lines make your 
eyes vibrate?  

Fourth Grade Movement in Art like Music - Just like we move to a beat of music we 
can see and feel movement in art.  Think of Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry 
Night.  We looked at that painting in the beginning of the school year.  
How does Van Gogh show movement in his sky? (Lines repeating around 
the moon and clouds is one answer.)  
 

  
  Van Gogh’s “Starry Night”   Student Example 
  
Materials Needed: Paper and one of the following:  pencil, markers, pen 
Activity:  Choose one word “Fortnite” “Happy” Your Name” etc. . . Place 
it in the middle of the paper and repeat the lines around it connecting the 
lines as you go around the outline of the word.  Repeat the outline over 
and over until you run off the edge of the paper.  Do the lines make your 
eyes vibrate?  

Fifth Grade Movement in Art like Music - Just like we move to a beat of music we 
can see and feel movement in art.  Think of Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry 



Night.  We looked at that painting in the beginning of the school year.  
How does Van Gogh show movement in his sky? (Lines repeating around 
the moon and clouds is one answer.)  
 

  
  Van Gogh’s “Starry Night”   Student Example 
  
Materials Needed: Paper and one of the following:  pencil, markers, pen 
Activity:  Choose one word “Fortnite” “Happy” Your Name” etc. . . Place 
it in the middle of the paper and repeat the lines around it connecting the 
lines as you go around the outline of the word.  Repeat the outline over 
and over until you run off the edge of the paper.  Do the lines make your 
eyes vibrate?  

 
Day 8 
 
 

CD / K  Contrasting Color Clothes Contest - Artists sometimes use color and 
patterns that are opposite to help them stand out.  Opposite colors may 
be red and green together or purple and yellow.  Opposite patterns may 

look like this:  Stripes and paisley 
 
Activity: With permission, look through your clothes and put together an 
outfit that combines opposite patterns.  Bonus if you dress up and have a 
Contrasting Fashion Show!  

First Grade Contrasting Color Clothes Contest - Artists sometimes use color and 
patterns that are opposite to help them stand out.  Opposite colors may 
be red and green together or purple and yellow.  Opposite patterns may 



look like this:  Stripes and paisley 
 
Activity: With permission, look through your clothes and put together an 
outfit that combines opposite patterns.  Bonus if you dress up and have a 
Contrasting Fashion Show!  

Second Grade Contrasting Color Clothes Contest - Artists sometimes use color and 
patterns that are opposite to help them stand out.  Opposite colors may 
be red and green together or purple and yellow.  Opposite patterns may 

look like this:  Stripes and paisley 
 
Activity: With permission, look through your clothes and put together an 
outfit that combines opposite patterns.  Bonus if you dress up and have a 
Contrasting Fashion Show!  

Third Grade 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contrasting Patterns -  Artists sometimes use patterns that contrast or 

opposite in design.   Stripes and paisley 
 
Look through your closet and put together a wild and crazy outfit that is 
contrasting in design.  Share your fashion nightmare with someone 
else in the house (even a pet if no one else is home).  
 
 Bonus: Wear it and take a picture if possible to share later when we 
return.  



Fourth Grade Contrasting Patterns -  Artists sometimes use patterns that contrast or 

opposite in design.   Stripes and paisley 
 
Look through your closet and put together a wild and crazy outfit that is 
contrasting in design.  Share your fashion nightmare with someone 
else in the house (even a pet if no one else is home). Socks and shoes 
count too!  
 
 Bonus: Wear it and take a picture if possible to share later when we 
return.  
 
 

Fifth Grade Contrasting Patterns -  Artists sometimes use patterns that contrast or 

opposite in design.   Stripes and paisley 
 
Look through your closet and put together a wild and crazy outfit that is 
contrasting in design.  Share your fashion nightmare with someone 
else in the house (even a pet if no one else is home). Socks and shoes 
count too!  
 
 Bonus: Wear it and take a picture if possible to share later when we 
return.  
 

 
Day 9  
 

CD / K  U is for Unity - Unity in art is when all of the parts of a painting 
or drawing or sculpture look complete.  Look around your home 
for 3 objects that belong together.  (Example: Hairbrush, 



Hairspray, Bows OR soccer ball, cleats, and socks.)  
  
See how many groups of 3 you can make.  Remember to help put them 
away in the end.  
 

First Grade U is for Unity - Unity in art is when all of the parts of a painting 
or drawing or sculpture look complete.  Look around your home 
for 3 objects that belong together.  (Example: Hairbrush, 
Hairspray, Bows OR soccer ball, cleats, and socks.)  

  
See how many groups of 3 you can make.  Remember to help put them 
away in the end.  
 

Second Grade U is for Unity - Unity in art is when all of the parts of a painting 
or drawing or sculpture look complete.  Look around your home 
for 3 objects that belong together.  (Example: Hairbrush, 
Hairspray, Bows OR soccer ball, cleats, and socks.)  

  
See how many groups of 3 you can make.  Remember to help put them 
away in the end.  
 
Challenge activity:  Set up one group of 3 and try drawing them with 
pencil.  Look for basic shapes and start with the outline.  Add details 
after you draw the outline of all of the shapes together.  
 

Third Grade U is for Unity - Unity in art is when all of the parts of a painting or 
drawing or sculpture look complete.  Look for a poster or art piece in 
your home.  It could also be from a magazine.  
 
Examine what is in the piece of art or poster. What is it made  up of? 
What is it about?   List three things / objects in the art piece that go 
together.  
Example:  
 
 

Fourth Grade U is for Unity - Unity in art is when all of the parts of a painting or 
drawing or sculpture look complete.  Look for a poster or art piece in 
your home.  It could also be from a magazine.  
 
Examine what is in the piece of art or poster. What is it made  up of? 
What is it about?   List three things / objects in the art piece that go 
together.  
Example:  A lighthouse, the beach and palm trees.  



 
Challenge activity:  Gather some magazines if possible and cut out five 
pictures that go together to create a theme such as food, vacations, 
seasons, or fashion. Glue into a collage. 
 
 
  
 

FIfth Grade U is for Unity - Unity in art is when all of the parts of a painting or 
drawing or sculpture look complete.  Look for a poster or art piece in 
your home.  It could also be from a magazine.  
 
Examine what is in the piece of art or poster. What is it made  up of? 
What is it about?   List three things / objects in the art piece that go 
together.  
Example:  A lighthouse, the beach and palm trees.  
 
Challenge activity:  Gather some magazines if possible and cut out five 
pictures that go together to create a theme such as food, vacations, 
seasons, or fashion. Glue into a collage. 
 

 
 
Day 10 
 
 

 CD / K  Art Therapy - Students may experience a lot of emotions over the 
break regarding the current health of America.  One way to release their 
anxiety is through art.  
 
Provide the student with whatever art materials you have available - 
crayons, markers, clay, play-doh, paint, pencil, pens, construction paper.  
 
Provide them this prompt: How do you feel about what is happening? 
 
Allow them to share with you their thoughts by asking: “Tell me about 
your drawing.”  Try not to answer for them but allow them to explain 
themselves through the art.  
 
 

First - Third  
 Art Therapy - Students may experience a lot of emotions over the 
break regarding the current health of America.  One way to release their 
anxiety is through art.  



 
Provide the student with whatever art materials you have available - 
crayons, markers, clay, play-doh, paint, pencil, pens, construction paper.  
 
Provide them this prompt: How do you feel about what is happening? 
 
Allow them to share with you their thoughts by asking: “Tell me about 
your drawing.”  Try not to answer for them but allow them to explain 
themselves through the art.  

Fourth - Fifth  Art Therapy - Students may experience a lot of emotions over the 
break regarding the current health of America.  One way to release their 
anxiety is through art.  
 
Provide the student with whatever art materials you have available - 
crayons, markers, clay, play-doh, paint, pencil, pens, construction paper. 
 
Share in making art with the child.  Either find something simple you can 
create together - as simple as color together, make a paper airplane 
together, make some homemade play doh, or just draw together. 
 
Art is a great start to a conversation.  
 
Playdough ingredients: 

1. 2 cups all-purpose flour. 
2. 3/4 cup salt. 
3. 4 teaspoons cream of tartar. 
4. 2 cups lukewarm water. 
5. 2 Tablespoons of vegetable oil (coconut oil works too) 
6. Food coloring, optional. 
7. Quart sized bags. 

 
 


